
03/09/22 Added Notes: This doc set to “public”.

Blueprint
E1 - Welcome
*Only run below emails on weekdays 9am or 5pm, contact’s timezones
(3 Days)
E2 - Encouragement, topic???
E2B - Encouragement, how to log into the app
(2 Days)
E3 - Encouragement, virtual workout partners (FB group reminder)
(4 Days)
E4 - Encouragement, topic???
(5 Days)
E5 - Encouragement (P.S. w/ light mention of STRONG45)
(5 Days)
E6 - Seeding to Strong 45
(3 Days)
E7 - Seeding to Strong 45
(3 Days)
E8 - Invite to Strong 45
(2 Days))
E9 - Invite to Strong 45
...
EX - Seeding, next steps (Sculpt)

● Begin on day 20
● Keep your momentum
● Testimonials of customers who did SCULPT into STRONG45

NOTES: 2 Paths - App vs Non-App?
Sculpt emails topic ideas

- [DONE] Place workouts on your calendar (prioritize them and integrate them with your day)

- Facebook group (support, bragging rights, community)

- [DONE] Nutrition (properly fuel your body - flexible carb cycling... no counting calories, no
cutting out foods, learn how certain foods fuel your body, never "diet" again and feel
better.) -Nutrition Guide "How it works"

- [DONE] Documenting your journey



It’s incredibly powerful to see progress through photos and videos. We’d love to see your
journey through SCULPT on social media.

Instagram: Tag @hiitburn
Use these Hashtags on your posts: #hiitburn #HiitburnSculpt
Facebook: This is a great way to really document, get motivated and inspire daily! We can’t wait

to see your posts (p3 Sculpt Training Guide)

- Reminder to do the strength test (see training guide)
Test helps analyze strength in chest, shoulders, triceps and abs
Test at beginning and at end... important to notice your results

Sculpt: Post Purchase E01

Send from (change name) Kelsey
kelsey@hiitburn.com

Send date and time Immediately after purchase

Audience Sculpt buyers

Exclude Non-Sculpt buyers

Subject A SCULPT (you’re in)

Subject B Ahhh-mazing! You’re access is inside

Preview Text Things to know before SCULPT begins

Purpose Confirm new buyer’s purchase, make buyer feel welcomed,
ensure buyer has access to digital purchase

Hey {{contact.first_name}}, it's Kelsey here!

I am SO excited that you've decided to join us for our 30-Day Bodyweight Sculpt program.

This is such a fun and effective program - great choice getting started on this!

These workouts are my absolute favorite at home workouts because of the 4 different elements:
Flow, Strong, Burn, and Max!



You are in the right place and I am so, so excited to do this challenge with you, and can't wait to
see your transformation…

But first, I need to make sure you received this email:

● Please hit REPLY and let me know you got this
● And of course add our email address to your email contacts

Now we can really begin!!!

I've placed all your material (and amazing bonuses) at the link below:

<LINK>Go To The Sculpt Download Page!<LINK>

Also, if you’re not already a member, please <LINK>join our Private Facebook Group<LINK>.
THEN drop us a quick message letting us know you’re about the kick off your SCULPT journey!

Can't wait for you to get started :-)

-Kelsey and Dennis

p.s. Questions come up, support is needed and sometimes email is better than Facebook
(especially any account related, tech type questions) - We have an amazing support staff who
are super helpful, quick to respond and (just like me) are totally in your corner… feel free to
reach out anytime support@hiitburn.com.

Sculpt: Post Purchase E02

Send from (change name) Kelsey
kelsey@hiitburn.com

Send date and time Wait 3 days, send 8:45am contact’s timezone

Audience Sculpt buyers

Exclude Non-Sculpt buyers

mailto:support@hiitburn.com


Subject A You haven’t forgotten, have you?

Subject B One simple trick to ensure you win in SCULPT

Preview Text here’s a quick tip I learned and it’s super simple.

Purpose Encourage new buyer to workout, ask questions… AND join
our FB group to aid in communication and encourage future
purchases

Hey {{contact.first_name}}, it's Kelsey again…

Just checking in and seeing how the first few SCULPT workouts are treatin’ ya?!

(Any questions? Feedback? Just hit reply… we’re here for YOU)

I remember back when I was first really getting into fitness, learning new stuff and beginning to
implement different programs…

Sometimes… errr, MANY times, it was hard to stay on track.

And while I knew that my progress really depended on my consistency, I still fell short.

Do you ever feel like that?

If not, feel free to skip this email, but if you can relate then here’s a quick tip I learned and its
super simple.

Include your workouts on your daily and weekly calendars, like actually prioritize them!

SCULPT is 30 days, so for about 4 weeks pattern out your daily routine to provide room for
YOU TIME, where you can focus on your daily workout.

Some days will be easy, and some not so much.

But at the end of this program you will know you gave your best effort - and that effort will be
reflected in your higher energy levels, better fitness and the empowering feeling that you just
completed a workout that is pretty darn tough!

Now, we’re definitely not looking for “perfection” - including your workouts on your daily calendar
doesn’t mean things won’t come up that prevent a workout or two - that’s bound to happen…



The point is, including your SCULPT workouts is a very purposeful actions that gives that extra
level of commitment which declares,

“I am worth it. I am gonna hammer through these next 30 days and become stronger both
physically and mentally. I am in control!”

You got this!

Talk soon,

-Kelsey

P.S. If you haven’t already done so, <LINK>join our Private Facebook Group!<LINK> We’ve got
an amazing community, and having your unique input and presence makes us stronger.

Sculpt: Post Purchase E03

Send from (change name) Dennis
dennis@hiitburn.com

Send date and time Wait 2 days, send 9:15am contact’s timezone

Audience Sculpt buyers

Exclude Non-Sculpt buyers

Subject A Small favor to ask...

Subject B Share a brag-worthy pic?

Preview Text We need you to brag just a little bit, because...

Purpose Ask new buyer to share their results on social media (creates
excitement about program, acts as word of mouth to prospects
- free advertising)



Hi {{contact.first_name}},

We’ve got a bit of a favor to ask you…

So much of HIIT BURN’s success comes right from YOU, and people just like you - We
definitely notice this and are super grateful.

Chances are you probably ran into HIIT BURN because of some type of “word of mouth”.
Maybe not necessarily your next door neighbor, but someone posted something online about
their experience with HIITBURN, or maybe a pic after a workout, or a meal inspired by one of
our recipes, or something like that…

That type of sharing is sooooo important, in many more ways than you might know. For
example...

● Sharing throughout your SCULPT experience empowers us to offer you better service
‘cuz we can answer any questions, or just give back some love for doing an amazing job!
(Not to mention, it’s a great way to document your progress)

● Also, it is a great way of sharing a program that really works - Kelsey and I are super
proud of being able to reach so many people and make a really positive impact in their
lives… and you sharing really magnifies HIIT BURN to the entire world.

● And there’s nothing wrong with rewarding yourself by bragging just a little bit :-) I mean
seriously, you’re doing something really hard and getting results. So, you have
something really to be proud of!

Instagram is a great way to share your journey. Just tag us @hiitburn, and use hashtags
#hiitburn and #HiitburnSculpt.

Excited to see what you post!

-Dennis & Kelsey

Sculpt: Post Purchase E04

Send from (change name) Kelsey



kelsey@hiitburn.com

Send date and time Wait 4 days, send 9:30 contact’s timezone

Audience Sculpt buyers

Exclude Non-Sculpt buyers

Subject A Wait - Did somebody say DIET?

Subject B The big LIE - “You are what you eat”

Preview Text Ditching this mentality will enable you to live so much better

Purpose Encourage new buyer to embrace all aspects of program to
help them experience results (increases retention and rates of
future purchases)

NUTRITION… how is your’s? Have you been following the SCULPT Nutrition Manual to a ‘T’?

Well, tell the truth {{contact.first_name}}... are you cheating on your diet plan? ‘Cuz if you’re not
following your diet perfectly, then the sky might fall down!

*giggling* Of course I am kidding around!

SCULPT does have its own nutrition guide along with many amazingly delicious meal ideas
(most likely you have a few go-to favs, just like me), but…

We definitely don’t ever want people to feel like they have to follow overly strict rules, or
fanatical guidelines when it comes to eating.

In the Intuitive Eating guide I wrote,

“[The] Dieting mentality often comes to light negatively in how people view themselves, when it
begins feeling like a moral issue… what you eat on a day-to-day basis can feel like the same
type of thing as the story of Adam and Eve, where one bite of forbidden food eternally banishes
you to hell.”
<LINK>[Download the Intuitive Eating guide here]<LINK>

This type of negative approach to eating almost always ends in failure, because it leaves very
little room for the human element…



And you are so much more than the food you eat. You are an amazing person, unique and
special, and you have a life to live - and sometimes life isn’t perfectly suited to strict diets. So
live your life!

Let’s hit the pause button real quick…

I’m definitely not advocating a diet consistently choke full of greasy fast food and sodas (a
lifestyle centered around unhealthy foods will inevitably lead to very unhealthy results).

But what I am saying is that nobody should feel shame or anxiety because they can’t maintain a
perfectly calculated intake of planned out meals all the time.

Check out the Intuitive Eating guide. There’s a lot of really valuable information that I think you
can use well after SCULPT is over…

To your health (and delicious food),

-Kelsey & Dennis

Sculpt: Post Purchase E05

Send from (change name) Dennis & Kelsey
kelsey@hiitburn.com

Send date and time Wait 5 days, send 9:00am contact’s timezone

Audience Sculpt buyers

Exclude Non-Sculpt buyers

Subject A You. Are. Amazing.

Subject B Some important reminders

Preview Text Has anyone ever told you that you are...

Purpose Introduce next step purchase, encourage communication and
social media for exposure



Hey {{contact.first_name}},

Totally gonna keep this email short and sweet -

<PIC: MEME YOU ARE AMAZING>

Seriously, we’re just glad to have YOU as a part of HIIT BURN. Thank you for choosing us!

Also, some quick reminders:

● Share/keep sharing your progress with us on Facebook and Instagram
*On IG tag @hiitburn, and use hashtags #hiitburn and #HiitburnSculpt

● If you’re struggling with any aspect of SCULPT we want to help. Simply REPLY to this
email - we’re in your corner!

● SCULPT is still running strong, but now is time to just start some light planning on what
your next steps will be after SCULPT

Here’s some real general advice on that last one (next steps):

Use both the Sculpt Nutrition guide and the Intuitive Eating guide as a foundation for your long
term meals (especially the stuff about centering your eating around whole foods and learning to
listen to your body and honor your hunger.)

Those guides are yours to keep forever.

Also, have some plan to stay active - that could mean a few days each week committing to light
jogs, followed by some push ups and air squats, or something - you can be creative.

The idea is to keep progressing… and you can do that while also “taking it easy” for a bit, too.

Extra idea… for those of you who are pretty ambitious and want to continue following a HIIT
BURN program, we have something called STRONG45 which is a great follow up to SCULPT.
<LINK>Here’s the link if you want to check it out.<LINK>

That’s all for now. Keep up the awesome work!

- Dennis & Kelsey



Sculpt: Post Purchase E06

Send from (change name) Kelsey
kelsey@hiitburn.com

Send date and time Wait 5 days, send 9:30am contact’s timezone

Audience Sculpt buyers

Exclude Non-Sculpt buyers

Subject A Letting your light shine

Subject B Helpless feelings… here’s what you can do!

Preview Text It’s easy to forget THIS small step, but it is sooooo important...

Purpose Reinforce bond with buyer, reminder to engage with FB group

Hey {{contact.first_name}}, Kelsey here…

How are you feeling?

Do you feel stronger? More energy? Sleeping better?

I remember back shortly after the COVID pandemic began, articles surfacing about a marked
increase in mental health troubles…

You know, like people feeling depressed or sad… some even fearful and full of anxiety, worried
about the unknown and what the future might hold.

And that makes total sense…

We were all yanked from our normal lives and tossed into quarantine life, which for many felt
like isolation.

With all that despair going on, I really wanted to help, and I remember talking with Dennis about
what we could do.



Then, he put a big smile on my face…

“Babe, just keep being YOU. Keep sharing your remarkable inner light with the world, and be
present for others as they share their own inner lights. Focus on our community, because it’s so
much more than fitness… it’s humans connecting with humans, building relationships and
becoming stronger together.”

And he is totally right, especially about the amazing community we have.

<LINK>HIIT BURN’s Private Facebook Group<LINK> makes it possible to grow with this
amazing gathering of individuals, no matter where you are!

Hopefully, you’ve been in the group sharing your progress, laughing about whatever goofy
topics the day brings and sharing your light in whatever way is best for you…

So, what are you waiting for? <LINK>Drop us some 411<LINK> on what’s happening with you
right now!

-Kelsey

Sculpt: Post Purchase E07

Send from (change name) Dennis & Kelsey
dennis@hiitburn.com

Send date and time Wait 3 days, send 9:30am contact’s timezone

Audience Sculpt buyers

Exclude Non-Sculpt buyers

Subject A Have you seen this…?

Subject B Hey {{contact.first_name}}, you might like this...

Preview Text You’ve done great. Don’t let your progress regress...

Purpose Promote repeat purchase, create urgency with expiring coupon



code

Hey {{contact.first_name}}... it’s Dennis from HIIT BURN

This is just a friendly reminder that SCULPT is almost over.

If you’re a little behind and playing catch-up, that’s totally fine - definitely no rush.

But it is important to do a little planning on where to go next in order to keep the progress
you’ve already made…

And even progress further!

STRONG45 is probably the best “next step” coming out of SCULPT.

<LINK>Go here to check out STRONG45<LINK>

Here’s why…

STRONG45 takes the gains you’ve made in SCULPT, like increases in endurance and strength,
and goes a step further by using a combination of…

Metabolic Resistance Training, and High Intensity Interval Training - so, we add a set of
dumbbells and engage the body in very specific, targeted exercises to get the kind of results as
elite athletes.

You know results like:

● Toned arms
● Strong, defined legs
● A leaner mid-section
● Explosive power

And since you’re just coming off of Sculpt your body is primed for STRONG45!

Now, you could choose another HIIT BURN program, or even create your own…

But STRONG45 was designed to perfectly compliment exactly where you’re at, right now.
So, if it were me, I’d choose STRONG45 as my next step.



Right now we’re offering STRONG45 for only $xx.xx with coupon code <ENTER COUPON
CODE>
(That’s 15% off* because you’re just finishing Sculpt)

<LINK>Go here to claim your savings now >><LINK>

Definitely hit REPLY if you have any questions. We’re always happy to help :-)

-Dennis

*15% off expires in 48 hours

Sculpt: Post Purchase E08

Send from (change name) Hiitburn support
support@hiitburn.com

Send date and time Wait 3 days, send 9:30am contact’s timezone

Audience Sculpt buyers

Exclude Non-Sculpt buyers

Subject A Your weight training is inside...

Subject B Hey {{contact.first_name}} “Do you even lift?” and why you
should

Preview Text What does weight training mean to you? Some say it means
this...

Purpose Overcome objections to “weight training”, promote purchase to
Strong45

Hey {{contact.first_name}} - what’s the very first thing that comes to mind when I say “weight
training”?



There’s a lot of people whose first thought is of a bulky, grunting, arrogant behemoth of a person
with veins popping and a crazy look in his eyes…

<<< Or

https://media.giphy.com/media/T90kGz7hGX888/giphy.gif >>>

This perception can become so ingrained that a lot of women, and even some men, shy away
from weight training.

Afterall, from this perception, weight training means getting REALLY, REALLY BIG.

And, if your goal is along the lines of toning up, then it would seem that weight training should
be left to the meatheads, right?

WRONG! Oh, this is so wrong, on so many levels… but we totally get it, because our culture
has a tendency to distort reality.

Truth is, HIIT BURN offers a program that combines weight training, with high intensity interval
training to get absolutely amazing results, in a <LINK>45 day program we call
STRONG45<LINK>.

It’s all in how you use the weights!
In STRONG45 we use dumbbells to help you get stronger, leaner, and more toned… You know,
that nice athletic physique.

Check out these STRONG45 results…

https://media.giphy.com/media/T90kGz7hGX888/giphy.gif


<Insert 1-3 Before/After Images of STRONG45 peeps>

<LINK>Check out STRONG45 >><LINK>

And the best part is all you need is 30 minutes and one set of dumbbells!

STRONG45 comes with your full Training Plan, as well as an eBook manual with how-to videos
detailing how to properly and safely perform each dumbbell exercise AND even exercise
modifications, so everyone can benefit!

We have a special promo for existing Sculpt members who want to do STRONG45…

Save 15% (only pay $xx.xx) - Enter coupon code <COUPON CODE> at checkout now.

<LINK>Yes, I want STRONG45 >><LINK>

Sculpt: Post Purchase E09

Send from (change name) Kelsey
kelsey@hiitburn.com

Send date and time Wait 2 days, send 9:00am contact’s timezone

Audience Sculpt buyers

Exclude Non-Sculpt buyers

Subject A Hey {{contact.first_name}}: wanted to share this with you...

Subject B yayyy! You’re now a SCULPT graduate

Preview Text Here is some valuable information on sustaining your results...

Purpose Promote Strong45 purchase, recognize the buyer’s effort
throughout Sculpt program

Hey {{contact.first_name}},



Congratulations on making it to the end of SCULPT!

(*if you’re still finishing up that is totally fine - keep moving at your own pace, and finish strong!)

So, of course I have to ask - How did you like the program?

Here’s what I hope you walk away with...

● Confidence - You can do it. You totally did it. You’re in control!
● More endurance, increased strength
● Nutritional knowledge & how to make healthy meals really tasty :)

I also hope you walk away with a plan to sustain your healthy, active lifestyle.

You’ve most likely received an email or two about STRONG45, our newest program which
combines High Intensity Interval Training with something called Metabolic Resistance Training.

<LINK>Check out STRONG45 >><LINK>

STRONG45 would really be an amazing program to do next, because your system is already
primed.

In this program we use weight training to help achieve that very “athletic physique”...

Now, “weight training” can scare some people, but don’t let it…

All you need is a set of dumbbells.

You get access to all the follow along workout videos, PLUS how-to videos where we explain all
the movements so you can use your weights safely and super effectively.

And again, the workouts you’ve been doing these last 30 days blend in perfectly with
STRONG45

So, why not give it a try?

Here’s a coupon code for 15% off <COUPON CODE>. 👈 Just enter it at checkout.

<LINK>Yes, I want STRONG45!<LINK>

Thank you again for choosing HIIT BURN. I hope to see you soon in STRONG45!



-Kelsey & Dennis

Still needed...
[DONE] Add Email Content
[DONE] Insert Links, images
[DONE] Proof read
[] Test Emails

Sculpt Post-Purchase E01
[DONE] Link to Sculpt download page

https://hiitburn.com/tq-sclpt-dl752314/
[DONE] Link to private FB group

Sculpt Post-Purchase E02
[DONE] Link to private FB group

Sculpt Post-Purchase E03
n/a

Sculpt Post-Purchase E04
Link to Intuitive Eat guide

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/hiitburn/Intuitive+Eating+Guide+V2d.pdf

Sculpt Post-Purchase E05
[] Link to Strong45 sales page

https://hiitburn.com/strong45/
>> Image: "You Are Amazing"

https://hiitburn.com/tq-sclpt-dl752314/
https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/hiitburn/Intuitive+Eating+Guide+V2d.pdf
https://hiitburn.com/strong45/


Sculpt Post-Purchase E06
Link to Private FB group

Sculpt Post-Purchase E07
Link to Strong45 sales page

https://hiitburn.com/strong45/
>> Coupon code to Strong45

GETSTRONG

Sculpt Post-Purchase E08
Link to Strong45 sales page

https://hiitburn.com/strong45/
>> Coupon code to Strong45

GETSTRONG
>> Price vs discount offer
>> 1-3 before/after images of STRONG45 peeps

https://hiitburn.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/ba9.jpg
https://hiitburn.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/89518741_10216983265795402_8546236508

103770112_o.jpg
https://hiitburn.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/ba10.jpg

https://hiitburn.com/strong45/
https://hiitburn.com/strong45/
https://hiitburn.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/ba9.jpg
https://hiitburn.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/89518741_10216983265795402_8546236508103770112_o.jpg
https://hiitburn.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/89518741_10216983265795402_8546236508103770112_o.jpg
https://hiitburn.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/ba10.jpg


Sculpt Post-Purchase E09
Link to Strong45 sales page

https://hiitburn.com/strong45/
>> Coupon code

GETSTRONG

https://hiitburn.com/strong45/

